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Handbags are as important as any other fashion essential to fashionistas, be it, apparel, footwear,
jewellery. A classy and designer handbag can change your entire outlook, and at the same time add
spark and style to your sophisticated look. Fashion enthusiasts always wish to carry a designer and
exclusive handbag. Each and every fashion-forward flock wishes to add all the famous international
and nation handbag brands to the wardrobe. Apart from style statement handbags are also
considered as one of the major fashion essential as it helps us to stuff in all the essential items that
are required for all the day long.

Each and every fashionista has an undying love for international handbag brands such as Louis
Vuitton, Guess, Channel, Dolce & Gabbana, Armani, Fendi, DKNY, Christian Dior, and many more.
All these brands offer a quite expensive range of bags and clutches for women. Today, most of the
fashion fans love to carry the Indian brands as well. The most wanted brand among fashion
enthusiasts are Baggit, Bata, Lavie, and many other famous names. Women love to collect a bag
that gives them a trendy rich look when they carry the one. Nowadays, Lavie and Baggit handbags
are loved and worn by most of the fashion-forward women. They love to carry the bags that are
famous among celebrities; Kareena Kapoor is doing the advertisement of Lavie bags which is why
Lavie handbags are famous among the next generation.

Another brand that is famous among Indian youth for producing innovative design, stylish and highly
durable bags. Today, Baggit, of course this brand has nevertheless craving among fashion-forward
women, known for the durability, design and fashion. In the year 1990, Nina Lekhi, a young tycoon,
started Baggit, a fashion brand designed to cater the needs of urban Indian consumers. The brand
has the exclusive range of selection for the women of all ages and had bag for all each and every
occasion. Women love to carry a symbol of fashion on their shoulder. The wallet and handbags
offered by this brand have jeweled button, designer zips and many other accessories on it that give
them a feminine touch. And Baggit handbags come under one of my favorite and preferred brand for
bags.

These are the popular brands carried by most of the women today. The brands offer a various types
of bags that consist of a single or double strap that goes over the shoulders. The bag product
portfolio comes in a variety of designs, shapes and sizes. The bags designed by these brands are
very versatile and goes with all casual and semi-formal outfits. Today, big and oversized shoulder
bags are in the trend; always carry bags that complement your personality.
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